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Rvpeditio Pompeiana Universitatis HeIs'ingiens'is (EPUR) 
started its work in the insula lix, 3 in 2002 and, four years 
later, in 2006, the project reached the final fleld campaign of 
its fintphase. Durtng the four month-long seasons, the work 
has concentrated on the northwestem corner of the insula, 
particularly on the largest clomus of the biock, the Casa di 
Marco Lucrezio (CdML; lix, 3, 5.24), which is a combina-
tion of two units, houses 5 and 24 (Fig. 1). The main aim of 
the work has been to study and understand the building and 
activity phases of the house md the insula.2  

The buildings archaeological analyses md excava-
tions in the CdIvIL were flnished in 2005 with seme ad-
ditional work conducted in 2006. The cartographical work 
for producing a new and more accurate ground plan of 
the entire insula was completed in 2005 md some ad-
ditional work by laser scanning was conducted in 2006. 
Main part of the painting decoration of the house has aiso 
been documented using verbal descriptions, drawings arid 
photographs. The pigments have been analysed by a team 
of conservators from the EVTEK Institute of i\rt md Design. 
EVTEK has since 2004 collaborated with EPUH in pigment 
and conservation studies as weli as in creating a 3D model 
of the CdML. 4  Archival research as well as analysis of old 
md new excavation material continues in 2007. In the 
following, the preliminary results of the research concern-
ing CdML are presented. 5  As many parts of the analysis of 
the data coliected are not yet finished, interpretations and 
phasing are stili liable to change. The results are presented 
in chronological order staiting with the relief of the insula 
piot md flnishing with the last moments of Pompeii. 

Topography and Early Settlement 

The insula IX 3  is located in the geographical centre of 

Pompeii, on the via Stabiaria slightly beyoid the central 
point of the street towards its northern end. The main 
street is on the west side of the insula and the main en-
trance as well as the main representational part of CdML 
are located in that part of the house. The area is char-
acterised by varying naturai relief with the main slope 
running downwards along the line of the via Stabiana 
roughiy from north to south. 6  The terrain rises towards 
north-northeast and this slope can also be seen inside 
the CdML in its western part as a steep change of level of 
aimost 1.5 metres between the atrium and:the peristyle 
areas (Fig. 2). In order to create a detailed reConstruction 
of the terrain in the area of the insula, the heights of 
floors as well as the tops of the volcanic ash layers pre-
ceding the main habitation phases found in excavation 
trenches have been coliected. Based on this th.ta, contour 
lines inside the insula area were reconstruc(ed (Fig. 2). 
The plan shows that there is a smali naturai hill in the 
central northern part of the piot with its highest part in 
the middie of the northern facade md its southern tip 
probably just south of the garden 18. 

This hill is interestingwith regard to the earliest signs 
of settlement in the area. The excavations conducted in 
trench BD in the southern part of the garden 18 revealed 
remains of a wall consisting of ashlars ofpappamonte 
tufI (Fig. 3).  The structure is ca. 1.5 metres long and al-
most hall a metre high. It consists of two courses of tuff 
ashlars, laid probably with stretchers outwards. No mor-
tar was found between the stones and the biocks are in 
good condition apart from the cuts in both ends. The ori-
entation of the wall is almost exactly west-east, differing 
only slightly from the orientation of the later main axes 
of the insula. In the northeastern comer of the garden 
and of trench BC, one further block ofpappamonte tuff 
was discovered at approximately the same lèvel as the 
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For the laser scanning, see the poster in this 
volume by HEIsio\ ETAL. 

See the posters in this volume by DANIELLI 
LT AL. and KNUUTINEN LT AL. The 31) model can be 
visited in the internet at: htlp://pompeji.evtek.fl/. 

The project's work and preliminary re-
sulla will be presented at the exhibition "Domvs 
Pompeiana - A House al Pompeii" at the 
Amos Anderson Art Museum in Helsinki 29.2.-
25.5.2008 and in its exhibition catalogueDomzs 
Pompeiana. The Hoztse ofMcrrcus Lucretius cst 
Poìnpeii. The scientific publication is also under 
preparation with a preliminary publication date 
in early 2009. 

6 See S0MMELLA 1994, Tav. Il or EscaesAcu ETAL. 

1995, Abb. 4 for reconstructions of the topography 
of the area. The cardinal directions used in the 
text refer to the local grid system and both grid 
and true north are indicated in piana. 




